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Abstract 

At present, there is extensive ongoing research and development on autonomous road vehicles, while much less effort is 

put on autonomous driving in off-road environments, especially with regard to autonomous machines driving in forest 

terrain. At the same time, forest machine work is harsh for the operator, and the operator’s maximum performance is a 

major bottleneck for machine operations. One way to enable a safe work environment is to remove the driver from the 

machine. Thus, forestry machines must become autonomous to improve personnel safety and work efficiency. The basis 

of enabling automation of forest machinery is highly precise and accurate acquisition of working environment 

information, especially reliable virtual representation of forest terrain and obstacles within. In this paper, the objective is 

to improve the accuracy of object detection in forest terrain based on an AI algorithm by adding the depth variation texture 

to corresponding area of RGB images. The results show that the algorithm significantly improves the accuracy of object 

detection while the probability of false detection is reduced. Meanwhile, computational efficiency compared to previous 

image processing is not reduced to such extent that it prevents real-time computation. 
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1. Introduction 

In the Nordic countries, cut-to-length logging is commonly conducted as harvesting system with a clearfelling forestry 

practice. This encompasses a two-machine operation where a harvester fells, delimbs and bucks the trees, whereby a 

forwarder moves the trees to the landing area to be loaded onto trucks for their final destination. Following deforestation, 

reforestation is conducted where a common procedure to safeguard future forest cover is to first perform mechanized site 

preparation and subsequently plant forest seedlings to ensure high tree survival and growth (Örlander et al., 1990; Sutton, 

1993; Petersson et al., 2005). In fact, several countries have legal requirements to make sure sufficient forest cover are 

reached after deforestation. Similarly, for companies owning forest land, it is further important to ensure that the standing 

volumes of their ownership are maintained. Site preparation is usually done by mounding or disc trenching equipment 

(Forest statistics, 2012; Luke, 2016). Mounding is also scarcely used in combination with mechanized planting, especially 

in Finland (Laine et al., 2016), but is not competitive to the combination of mechanical site preparation and operational 

manual tree planting (Ersson, 2010). Common to all these machines that traffic forest land is the challenges posed by the 

rough, heterogeneous terrain they encounter. Attached implements, such as site preparation devices suffer from low 

performance when large quantities of clearcut obstacles are encountered (Larsson, 2011). At the same time, machines 

traversing terrain suffer similarly when objects are encountered and need to be overcome (Eriksson and Lindroos, 2014), 

which is also the case across seasons and varying weather conditions.  

Because of the heterogeneity of terrain obstacles, they are difficult to identify and thus to avoid (or target) by means of 

autonomous systems. Some objects, however, possess homogeneous features to some extent. People do have the 
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capability to automatically identify and position stumps in terrain using previous knowledge of relative size, colour, 

texture, shadows etc., by utilising colour and depth perception. In the same way, thanks to stumps’ characteristic shape, 

it is plausible that machines could imitate this way of cognitive recognition. 

Accordingly, automatic detection of surface boulders and stumps could reduce the number of unsuccessful mounding 

attempts thereby significantly increasing machine productivity (Ersson et al., 2013; Lideskog and Karlberg, 2016). Today, 

however, most forest machines are operated manually from the machine cab, where in many other industries this practice 

has been superseded by remote control, teleoperation or fully automatic controls (Parker et al., 2016). 

Sensors suitable for outdoor data collection on moving vehicles have gained interest in research and the public in recent 

years as car manufacturers and private companies continue to strive towards the self-driving car (Benenson et al., 2008; 

Furgale et al., 2013), which is forecasted to make its entrance on the market featuring full autonomy in 2018-2025 (Ross, 

2017). Utilization of sensors in R&D intensive industries such as the automotive industry hence drives the development 

of smart systems which can be utilized also in other, less R&D intensive industries, such as in forestry (Talbot et al., 

2017). Lideskog and Karlberg (2014) tested a stump identification procedure by use of Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera data 

to map the surroundings in 3D and subsequent analyses to identify stumps and their respective location. This study 

indicated that such procedures can be successful but requires more research especially in terms of algorithms for data 

analyses. Detection based on cascade classifiers has made important contributions to target detection, which already has 

been fully verified in applications such as pedestrian detection (Hoang et al., 2014), vehicle detection (Asmara et al., 

2019) and facial detection (Chen et al., 2014). 

The objective of this paper was to develop a methodology for how to, based on 3D stereo camera data, detect stumps at a 

partially snow-covered forest terrain using two different data formats to train a cascade detector. The strategy was to 

utilise both RGB (red, green and blue) colour spaces and depth information to train a cascade detector and thereafter do 

comparative studies on whether depth information can bring further quality to the detector. This paper aims to provide a 

methodology that reduces the difficulty of detector training, reduce training resource consumption and improve detection 

ability. Improving the detection ability of the detection system for obstacles such as big stumps and stones in forest land 

and reducing the cost of training resources can reduce the interference of various obstacles to the process of forest machine 

operations, which is conducive to improving the efficiency of forest machines and various implements. 

2. Method and Materials 

2.1 Hardware and software setup 

The camera being used is a 120-degree field of view stereo camera from MYNTEYE, which can provide a stereo 

resolution of 2560 × 720 at 60 FPS (frames per second) colour video and a depth map resolution of 1280 × 720 at 60 FPS. 

At the same time, the camera is equipped with an IR module to assist image registration to improve accuracy of depth 

images and enable the camera to work in dark environments. An inertial measurement unit (IMU) is integrated into the 

camera to measure direction and motion, reducing visualization errors due to motion and perspective changes. Depth data 

can be directly output and read by the camera without additional calculations. The video specification adopted in the 

experiment is both the colour video signal and the depth signal with resolution of 1280 by 720 pixels and framerate of 

30 FPS, and two signals have been matched at the hardware end, so that each pixel value of the depth signal represents 

the actual depth information of the corresponding pixel position in the colour video. The details are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Specifications for MYNTEYE D-1000-120 FOV 

Resolution Stereo Resolution Depth Frame rate Field of View Range Depth accuracy 

2560 × 720  

1280 × 480 

1280 × 720  

640 × 480 

Up to 60 FPS D:121° H:105° V:58° 0.32 ~7 m ≤ 2% 

 

The stereo camera was run in a ROS (robot operating system) environment with Ubuntu 18.04.3 as operating system, 

where acquisitions were conducted using the built-in ROS-bag functionality for storing the data in the same structure as 

directly streaming from the camera. The stored rosbags were later used as input in MATLAB 2019a, where machine 

learning and deep learning toolboxes were used for supervised learning and subsequent data analysis. 
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2.2 Feature descriptor and object detector 

A cascade object detector was employed and the feature used to train the detector was a HOG (Histogram of Oriented 

Gradient) feature descriptor. In light of the content and quantity of the collected data set, it is required that the training 

can be completed easily and quickly given a low resource requirement, so the cascade object detector is trained and used 

in the experiment. Considering that the residual stumps that need to be detected are consistent in shape, there is no 

significant aspect ratio change, and their morphology does not change significantly at different plane rotational angles, 

the use of a cascade object detector could be a suitable choice as it shows good performance for single shape and small 

aspect ratios (MathWorks, 2020).  

The cascade object detector uses the Viola-Jones algorithm (Viola and Jones, 2001) to detect the target object. A cascaded 

classifier is basically cascaded multistage ensemble learning (Dong et al., 2020), where each stage is an ensemble of 

simple classifiers. The output of the previous stage classifier is used for the next stage of the cascaded classifier. Each 

stage of the classifier marks the area defined by the current position of the sliding window as positive or negative. 

"Positive" means that an object has been found, and "Negative" means that no object has been found. If the label is 

negative, the classification of the region is complete and the detector slides the window to the next position. If the label 

is positive, the classifier passes the region to the next stage. When the last stage classifies the region as positive, the 

detector reports the object found at the current window location.  

The HOG is a feature descriptor that can be used in computer vision and image processing for various object detection 

applications (Navneet and Bill, 2005). The HOG feature is usually used to detect objects such as portraits and cars, and 

is useful for capturing overall shapes of an object (MathWorks, 2020). HOG extracts shape information from the image, 

constructed by calculating and counting the histogram of gradient in local area of image. For the HOG used in cascade 

object detector in MATLAB, the default size of HOG cell is 8×8 with number of cells in block is 4×4. That is, for a given 

image, a block of 32×32 pixel size that is divided into 4×4 cells (of size 8×8 pixels) passes over it, with an overlap of half 

of the region covered by the preceding block. Then, the gradients are computed for each pixel inside the cells. For each 

cell of 64 pixels, 64 gradient magnitudes are extracted and arranged into 9-bin histograms based on their orientation. In 

the cascade object detector in MATLAB, the default range of the histogram is from 0 to 180 degrees, thus each bin having 

a width of 20 degrees.  

2.3 Data acquisition 

The strategy used for the research presented in this paper to automatically identify stumps for the purpose of improving 

terrain navigation for forestry machines has been as follows: 

A clearcut area outside Luleå, Sweden, (65°38'33.0"N 22°10'36.1"E) was chosen for the data acquisition. The clearcut 

chosen was clear-felled a few years prior to the study and had not been scarified or planted. During data acquisition, the 

weather was sunny and a snow-cover of approximately 200mm in depth covered major parts of the area. The stereo camera 

(Table 1) was used for data acquisition. Stumps, which were the focus for detection, were located in each field of view 

such that only one stump were within the sensor’s scope, and could be discerned manually. See the area in Fig. 1 and 

some photos with target stumps in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1. Left: The experimental area from above during summer time. Right: The conditions during data acquisition.  
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Fig. 2. Photos with stump targets. 

 

Several unique stumps were located in the area and data was acquired in streams so that large datasets could be obtained. 

Overall, 831 data acquisitions were made, where colour and corresponding depth were saved and subsequently used.  

2.4 Data set preparation 

We want to explore the results of stump detection using the cascade detector based on HOG features with added gradient 

texture. To determine whether the depth texture participation can improve the detection accuracy of the cascade detector, 

two data sets will be created. 

In the data set recorded, the default format of the depth image is uint16, and the value at each pixel point in the depth map 

is the millimeter value of the measured object from the lens. That is, the data stored in the pixel point is the actual distance 

from the corresponding point on the actual object to the camera lens under the current camera posture. Theoretically, the 

values stored in each pixel of the depth map fall between 320 and 7000. Based on the depth information, one-dimensional 

depth gradients along both horizontal and vertical axes were calculated respectively. To calculate the gradients, a pre-

built function gradient from MATLAB can be efficiently used, given as in Eq. 1. 

grad𝑓(x, y) =  ∇𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = {
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑥
,
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑦
} (1) 

After the gradient calculation of the depth map, we resize the gradient data to the range [-127.5, 127.5] by multiplying all 

non-zero values by 127.5/7000. Then we add 127.5 to all non-zero values to limit the range of all valid data in the gradient 

matrix to [0, 255], same as the range of value for a colour channel in a colour image for subsequent processing. The 

visualization of gradient of depth with the depth image and original image are exemplified in Fig. 3. The grey pixels in 

the depth map are effective depth data. The farther the distance is, the larger the depth value is and the brighter the pixels 

are displayed.  
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Fig. 3. (a) Original view; (b) Depth map of the view (black pixels have no effective depth information); 

(c) Gradient along horizontal axis shown as 0-255 grayscale image; (d) Gradient along vertical axis shown as 0-255 grayscale 

image 

 

The gradient information (difference in depth between adjacent pixels) were fused into new images where two colour 

channels were replaced to instead be represented by the depth information. Here, the image colour space YCbCr was 

used. Similar to RGB, this kind of colour space also have three layers, Y is the luma component in the pixel, while Cb 

and Cr are the blue and red concentration offset components. Next, the brightness layer was retained in the corresponding 

colour image, and Cb and Cr layer were replaced with depth gradient data in X and Y direction respectively, to form a 

new colour image. The new colour image obtained after processing is the reconstructed colour image, named “fused” 

images. An example is depicted in Fig. 4 showing the difference between original and fused image. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Original image and the fused image 

 

All the processed images are the same resolution and format as the original image, which is a 1280×720×3 matrix. Each 

processed image has an original corresponding colour image, i.e. representing the original data set. The two sets of data 

obtained after processing, fused images and original colour images, will be used to provide positive and negative samples 

for subsequent detector training and for testing. 
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2.5 Building and training the detector  

MATLAB was used for training and evaluation of the detector. In MATLAB, the Computer Vision Toolbox™ provides 

the trainCascadeObjectDetector function to train a custom cascade classifier and can get a 

vision.CascadeObjectDetector System object with the pretrained classifier. See the process as shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Process of training a cascade object detector 

 

When running the vision.CascadeObjectDetector system object in MATLAB, it will slide a window over the images, and 

then the detector uses the cascaded classifier to determine whether the window contains the object of interest. When 

training the detector, HOG is selected as the detection feature.  

The original colour image and fused image data sets were divided into a training set and a test set, respectively. The 

training set were used to train the cascade classifier. In that set, rectangular regions of interest (ROI’s) were manually 

marked that comprised an obstacle, in this case a stump. Since the images with fused depth information also had the same 

ROI’s, they were marked identically. In total 590 images per data set were used for training and 241 images per data set 

were used for testing. 

The Image Labeler in MATLAB was used to identify all the tree stumps in the images used for training, and the obtained 

data sets were saved as positive samples. At the same time, the areas without tree stumps were made into negative samples. 

634 positive samples and 590 negative samples were used in the training. 

In MATLAB, using the built-in function trainCascadeObjectDetector can help users create and train a cascade classifier 

automatically according to the parameters set. Fig. 6. shows the overall training process.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Training process of the trainCascadeObjectDetector 

 

In order to improve the detection accuracy with few cascade stages being used, parameters for training were set to 

'FalseAlarmRate', 0.1 and 'NumCascadeStages', 5, which means the number of cascade stages to train is set to 5 and 

acceptable false alarm rate at each stage be set to 10 %. All other parameters are left as default. Increasing the number of 

stages may lead to more accurate detectors, but it also increases training time. At the same time, a lower value of 

'FalseAlarmRate' can achieve less error detection, but may also lead to longer training and detection time.  

Same parameters are used to train the colour image training set and the fusion image training set. Finally, the 

corresponding trained detectors were used on the test data sets for both fused and RGB images. 

2.6 Evaluating the classification quality 

To evaluate the correctness of a classification, the evaluation can be carried out by calculating the number of correctly 

identified class examples (true positive), the number of correctly identified examples that do not belong to the class (true 

negative), and examples that are incorrectly assigned to the class (false positive) or are not identified as class examples 

(false negative). The confusion matrix shown in Table 2 were used as basis for evaluation, where true positive (TP), false 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/vision/ref/vision.cascadeobjectdetector-system-object.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/vision/ref/vision.cascadeobjectdetector-system-object.html
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positive (FP) and false negative (FN) were considered and assessed. Some other metrics based on the values of the 

confusion matrix like precision and recall are also often used (Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009).  

Table 2. Confusion matrix 

Data class Classified as positive Classified as negative 
 

Positive True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 
 

Negative False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) 
 

 

Corresponding to the detection results of stumps, the TP, FP and FN are: 

 TP: A true positive occurs when a stump is correctly detected. 

 FP: A false positive occurs when not a stump is mistakenly detected as a stump. 

 FN: A false negative occurs when a stump is mistakenly detected as not a stump. 

 

The precision and recall of the result for each testing group were also considered in order to properly evaluate the 

classification made, see Table 3. 

Table 3. Precision and Recall 

Measure  Formula  Evaluation focus 

Precision 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

Class agreement of the data labels with the positive labels given by 

the classifier 

Recall (Sensitivity) 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

Effectiveness of a classifier to identify positive labels 

 

Precision is a measure of how many of the positive examples obtained by classifier detection that are true positive 

examples, that is, how many positive examples obtained by the classifier are accurate. Recall, on the other hand, is a 

measure of how many real positive examples in the test set have been selected by the classifier, that is, how many real 

positive examples are recalled by the classifier. 

3. Results 

The detector obtained by the original colour image training and the detector obtained by the fused image training were 

used to test their respective testing groups, and the number of TP, FP and FN occurring in the testing results were recorded. 

Example images obtained by using the detector on the test data is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Two pairs of test results: (a) 6 FP (Yellow bounding boxes), 1 FN (Dashed box) in left color image, and 1 FP (Yellow 

bounding box), 1 FN (Dashed box) in right fused image; (b) 2 FP (Yellow bounding boxes), 1 TP (Blue bounding box) in left color 

image, and 1 TP (Blue bounding box) in right fused image 

 

Based on the evaluation in previous section, the results from the two testing groups were assembled. The statistical results 

are shown in the Table 4. Out of 241 stumps (one stump in each frame), 149 were correctly detected by the fused image 

detector, and 92 were not detected. At the same time, the colour image detector correctly detected 130 stumps, while 111 

were not detected. A total of 371 non-stump objects were detected as stumps by the fused image detector, while a total of 

1140 non-stump objects were detected as stumps by the colour image detector. The precision of the colour image detector 

is 0.10, while the precision of the fused image detector is 0.29, indicating that there are more true positive examples in 

the positive results detected by the fused image detector than in the detection results of the colour image detector, or 

rather, there are more true stumps in the results that were detected as being stumps. The recall of the colour image detector 

is 0.54 while the recall of the fused image detector is 0.62. This indicates that there are more real positive examples in the 

test set selected by the fused image detector, or rather, among all the real stumps in the testing set, the fused image detector 

can detect more real stumps than the colour image detector. 

 

Table 4. Detection results for both detectors 

Detector Number of stumps TP FP FN Precision Recall 

Colour 241 130 1140 111 0.10 0.54 

Fused 241 149 371 92 0.29 0.62 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

In this paper, a new target detection method based on machine learning is proposed. On the premise of using a cascade 

detector for stump detection, the depth gradient is obtained by extracting the depth information in the scene, and the 

cascade detector is trained by replacing colour signals in the image with the obtained depth texture. Compared with the 
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traditional training method with original colour images, the precision and recall of the detector is improved significantly. 

The result shows that compared to the results of the detector trained by the original colour image, the new detector trained 

by fused images have a better performance in stump detection. Although the pre-image processing is added, this process 

is a function that can be realized on the hardware side for the depth camera. If the process can be implemented directly 

on the camera side, the subsequent software processing is no longer needed. 

Although results show that the level of stump detection cannot suffice for practical application, the detector trained by 

fused images has better performance in the detection of stumps and is a starting point for future detectors. Compared to 

the traditional method of original colour images training, the detector trained by using added depth texture to replace 

some colour signals can improve the accuracy of detecting residual stumps on forest land after clear-felling. On the other 

hand, the lack of colour signal may cause the detector trained by this method to distinguish objects with similar 

morphology but different colours. Subsequent studies can be attempted where depth textures are added while all colour 

signals are retaining.  

An improvement of the detection accuracy of stumps will help forest machines to identify and avoid the stumps in the 

working process, which can also work for other surface obstacles, to improve the production efficiency. Similarly, stumps 

may also be identified to be targeted when stump removal is conducted. The performance of detectors trained with fusion 

images containing depth texture can be subsequently tried and verified in other detector training ways, such as cascade 

detectors with more stages, or other detector training based on machine learning or deep learning methods. 
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